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We show that Bernoull i  shifts induce, on a dense class of sets, weakly mix ing 
automorphisms which are not mixing. We also show that he non-Bernoul l i  
K-automorphisms described by Omstein and Shields induce Bernoulli shifts 
on a dense class of sets. We are therefore able to see that Bernoulli flows may be 
written as flows under functions over a wide class of automorphisms. 
I f  T is an automorphism of a measure space X and A is a set of positive 
measure, the induced autornorphism TA of the normalized probabil ity space A is 
defined by 
T4(x) = Tkx, where k ~ k(x) = min({n > 0: T~x ~ A}). 
(It is not hard to see that TA is, in fact, an automorphism of A and that TA is 
ergodic if T is.) 
We will say that a family ~ of measurable sets is dense in the measure space 
(X,/~) if for each e > 0 and measurable set B there is an A E ~ such that 
.(A /~ B) < ~. 
Friedman and Ornstein [4] show that ergodic automorphisms induce mixing 
automorphisms on a dense class of sets; Fr iedman shows that Bernoulli shifts 
induce Bernoulli shifts on a dense class of sets. I t  is also true, and easy to see 
using the Rohl in-Kakutani theorem, that the family of sets A for which TA is 
not weakly mixing is dense in (X,/z). 
Two ergodic automorphisms S and T are said to be weahly equivalent, or 
Kakutani equivalent, if they induce isomorphic automorphisms, or equivalently, 
if they are induced by a common ergodic automorphism. (These concepts are 
introduced and explored by Kakutani [5]). I f  S and T are ergodic, the special 
flows (or flows written under functions) which can be written over S can also 
be written over T if and only if S and T are weakly equivalent [5, p. 640]. 
Ornstein has shown that the Bernoulli flow can be written as a flow under a 
function over a Bernoulli shift. Saleski has shown that all Bernoulli shifts are 
weakly equivalent. Thus our proofs that Bernoulli shifts induce weakly mixing 
automorphisms which are not mixing and that the Ornstein-Shields K-auto- 
morphisms induce Bernoulli shifts give us a wise range of automorphisms 
over which we can write the Bernoulli flow. 
Some unanswered questions related to those answered in this paper are: 
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Are all automorphisms of positive entropy weakly equivalent ? Does every 
automorphism induce, on a dense class of sets, weakly mixing automorphisms 
which are not mixing ? Does every automorphism of positive entropy induce 
Bernoulli shifts ? On a dense class of sets ? If  S and T are weakly equivalent and 
h(S) > h(T), does T induce S? Strongest of all, is it true if h(S) > h(T), T 
induces S ? 
1. BERNOULLI SHIFTS INDUCE WEAK MIXING AUTOMORPHISMS WHICH ARE 
NOT MIXING ON A DENSE CLASS OF SETS 
In order to show that every Bernoulli shift of finite entropy induces, on a 
dense class of sets, weakly mixing automorphisms which are not mixing, we will 
first construct a family ~ of automorphisms and show that ~ is (up to isomor- 
phism) exactly the family of Bernoulli shifts. We will then show that each T ~ 
induces, on sets of arbitrarily large probability, weakly mixing automorphisms 
which are not mixing. 
Each member T of ~ will be the common extension of the tower transforma- 
tions for a sequence of towers Y(n), and X will be U~ J '*(n).  The columns of 
J ' (n),  whose intervals will generators for T, will all have the same height h(n). 
Associated with each 2" will be integers k and r, and a probability vector 
(i01 ,..., p~), and increasing sequences of integers f and s whose properties are 
listed below. (The sequences f and s make T a Bernoulli shift; the number and 
probability vector (p l  ,--., P~) can be adjusted to change the entropy of T.) 
The space X will be partitioned by P, 
P ~- (P~I ,'", P~,  e~, P0) 
which will generate for T, and P will also denote the partition associated with 
each tower ~--(n). 
These antomorphisms are very much like the Bernoulli shift described by 
Ornstein [6]. 
Some Definitions for the Construction 
A column C is a finite family of intervals (Ai ..... An) of the same length 
(called the width of C), together with a partition P of ~)~ A~, each of whose 
atoms Pr is a union of sets _//j, and together with a transformation T = T(C) 
which carries A~ linearly onto Ai+ 1 and is not defined on A~. C* means U~ Ai 
(sometimes called the/0oints of C). We call n the height of C or h(C). The base 
of C is defined to be A1; its roof is A~. By a subcolumn of C we mean a column 
(B1 ,... , T~B1) where B 1 is a subinterval of A 1 . 
A tower 9- is a finite set (C 1 ,..., C~) of columns with the property that Ci* is 
disjoint from C* if i ¢ j. The symbol 3-*  is used to denote (Jj (C[). (The 
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columns need not have the same height or width.) The width of Y ,  w(Y),  is 
defined as Zc~ w(C). We use Base(3-) to mean Uc~-Base(C) .  Towers 
~-  = (C~ ,..., C~) and 3"' = (C~ ,..., C'~) are called isomorphic if (C~)/w(Y) = 
w(C~)/w(~-") and h(C 0 = h(C~) for each i. 
I f  Y and 3-" are towers of the same width and ~-* is disjoint from 3- '*,  a 
new tower ~- ' ,  ~"  can be defined by a process called independent cutting and 
stacking so that (~d-~* ~d-')* = G ~* u ~--'* and the tower transformation T (Y*  J " )  
extends both T ( J )  and T(~-'). We will describe the process: 
Let 3"- == (C~ ,..., C~), and J - '  = (C[ .... , C~). 
Divide each column Ci of 3" into m subcolumns C,(j), 1 ~ j ~ m, so that 
w(Cj) w(c;) 
w(C~( j ) )  - w(3 - ' )  ' 
divide each column C~ of Y '  into n subcolumns C~q), 1 ~ i ~ n, so that 
w(C'j(i)) = w(C~(j)), 
and let the column C(i,j) be 
(Base(C~(j)),..., Roof(C~(j)), Base(Cj(i)),  
..., Roof(Cj( i))) .  
The tower Y • Y '  is all of the columns C(i,j), 1 <~ i <~ n, 1 <~ j <~ m. 
The Construction 
We will assume that we have integers h and r, the probabil ity vector ( Pl ,..., Pk), 
and increasing sequences f and s. We will use these inductively to construct a 
sequence of towers which will define T. 
Let A 1 ,..., A,  be intervals of the same length, and let J- l(1) = (CI), where 
C 1 = (A~ ,..., At). The atom P0 of P is exactly Y*(1). 
We will define ~-(n), assuming that ~(n  - -  1) has already been defined: 
First, divide Y (n  - -  1) into s(n) isomorphic towers of equal width, Y(n,  1),..,, 
Y(n,  s) and let 
Y(n)  = ~(n ,  1) * " -  * Y (n ,  s). 
Then divide each column C of -7(n) into f(n) - -  1 subcolumns C(j) of equal 
width, 1 ~< j < f(n), and then divide each of these columns into M subcolumns 
C(j) of equal width, 1 ~< j < f(n), and then divide each of these columns into 
M subcolumns C(j: r I ,..., rj) 1 ~ ri ~ k where 
w(C(j: rl ,... , ri) - w(C(j))(p~l ... p,,j). 
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Precede C( j :  r 1 ,..., rj) by a column C' ( j :  t 1 , . . . ,  /'3 of the same width and of 
height j whose ith interval is inf,~, and follow it by a column of height f(n) - -  j 
entirely in e. The tower Y(n) is composed of all these columns. 
Note that all the columns in J-(n) have the same height, which we will call 
h(~). 
Thus a typical column in 3-(n) looks like: 
- -  e enough added from P~ to make the height 
h(n) = s(n) h(n - -  1) q-f(n)  
n - -1  
column 
s(n) n --  1 columns, each inserted independently with 
probability proportional to its width 
n - -1  
column 
m A  
m f ~  
j intervals off, 's,  1 ~ j < f(n); eachj  equally likely to 
occur and independent of all else. The probability that 
any f  is fi is pi; which fi occurs is independent of all else. 
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Our space X will be U,~ 3"*(n), and our automorphism T will be the common 
extension of T(3"(n)). 
Because s(n) is an increasing sequence and 
w(Y(n)) --  w( J (n -  1)) 
s(n) 
we see that 
~im ~(~-(n)) = 0 
and so T is defined almost everywhere. 
We will require the sequencesf and s to satisfy 
lim h(n- -1)  _0  
~* f (n)  
(which we will need in order that the automorphisms be Bernoulli), and 
~ .f(n) 
h(h) < oo 
(which will guarantee that Un y* (n )  will have finite measure and so we can used 
normalized interval length for measure.) 
T is Bernoulli 
PROPOSITION. Each T ~ ~ is a Bernoulli shift. 
Proof. Fix T in ~.  We will show that the process (T, P) is very weakly 
Bernoulli. 
First note that the independence of the stacking causes T to be ergodic. (This 
easy fact is left to the reader.) 
We must show that for every e there is a q such that for any m there is a family 
W C V°_~,~ TiP with/~(U d)  > 1 - e, such that i fA  and B ~ ~,  
- -  i q a({T P/A),=I, (T~P/B}~=I) < ~. 
(See Ornstein [6] for definitions.) 
Following Ornstein, we will use "block" to mean that part of P-name corre- 
sponding to a column of a tower, e.g., an n-block for a column of Y(n), and 
"string" to mean any sequential part of a P-name. 
Choose n so large that the measure of the n-blocks (i.e., m(.7*(n))) is at least 
1 --  e/4. Choose t so large that (4/5) t < e/4. Choose q so large that for all but 
a family of q-strings of measure less than ea/4. q-strings are at least (1 --  e/2) 
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made up of whole (n + t)-blocks, (That is, use the ergodic theorem to choose a q 
so large that for all but a family of x's of measure less than e314, 
card((/: h(3-(n + t)) <~ i <~ q -- h(~-(n + t)) and Tix ~ J-*(n + t)}) >~ (1 --  E/2)q.) 
We will show that for most atoms J /and B of V°m Tip, 
d({TiP/A}~, {T~P/B}~) < e. 
We will exclude those atoms A for which 
ff((x E A: (x_~ ,..., x_l) is at least (1 - -  e/2) made up 
of whole (n + 0-blocks)) ~ (1 --  &/4)/~(A), 
which is a family of measure at most ~ because of our choice of q. 
To show that if A and B are atoms of V°~ TiP, 
a({TiP/A)~, {T~P/B}~) < e, 
we can of course partition A and B into disjoint subsets 
A-  UAo, B=UB , 
and show that for all but a set of Ag's of measure less than ~/2 and all but a set 
of B/s of measure less than e/2, 
d({riP/Ao}~, {TiP/B~}~) < e/2. 
To do that, we establish the following equivalence relation on A (and a 
similar one for B): 
For x ~ A, define 
I(x) = {i: 1 <~ i ~ q -- h(fl"(n 4- 1)) and T ix c C} where C = Base(Y(n 4- t)) 
and say that x ~-~ y if l(x) = I(y). (In Ornstein's terminology, we are partitioning 
according to the position of (n 4- t)-blocks.) 
We will condition only on those equivalence classes Ag (and Bj) for which 
h(3-'(n 4- t)) card(I(x)) >~ (1 - -  ¢/2)q 
for x e Ag(Bj), i.e., those made up almost entirely of (n 4- 0-blocks. But these 
make up all but a proportion e/2 of the measure of A (or B). 
~o now we must show that if Ag is the set of all points in a certain atom of 
V°~ TiP with (n + t)-blocks in certain places, and Bj is the set of all points in 
another atom of V°_~ with (n + t)-blocks in other certain places, then 
d({T'P/A~}~, {TiP/B,}~) < e. 
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We could do this by defining an isomorphism ~from Ag to Bj and showing that 
1 q ~ ]~Tip /B j  - -  T~P/Bj ] < ~. 
i-l= 
We will instead define a (finite) sequence of "isomorphisms" ~i which take 
successively finer partitions of A~ to successively finer partitions of Bj in a 
compatible fashion. Any extension ~ of the "isomorphism" q~t o a real isomor- 
phism from Ag to Bj will have the desired property 
1 q [ ~Tip/BJ  --  T iP /B j  ! < ~. 
q i 
Since I (x) is common to all members of A~, we will call it I(As); similarly 
we will use I(B~) to denote the set of beginning points for (n ~- O-blocks in Bj .  
Since 
h(n q- t) card(l(Ag)) /> (1 --  ~/2)q 
and 
h(n q- t) card(I(Bg)) ~> (1 --  e/2)q 
we can define a correspondence ~b1: I(A~) --* I (Bj)  so that 
(i) ~b 1is defined on most members of I(A~), 
(ii) ~1 is 1-1 and is onto most of I(B~), 
(iii) l i - -  ~1(i)] ~< ~h(n + t) whenever $1 is defined. 
(In Ornstein's terminology, we can make a correspondence between most 
(n + t)-blocks so that they overlap at least I, because most of the P-q-name is 
made of (n + t)-blocks.) 
For each i in the domain of ~b I , partition Ag according to the number o f f ' s  at 
the beginning of that (n + t)-block, i.e., according to 
min({p > i: T-~x ~ Base(Y(n + t - -  1))}), 
and do the same for Bj using ~bl(i ). Since s(n @ t) h(n @ t - -  1) is almost as big 
as h(n -t- t), andf(n  ~- t) is very large compared to h(n + t - -  1) (by the proper- 
ties we listed earlier), we can make a correspondence b tween these classes which 
will make at least one-fifth of the (n -J- t - -  1)-blocks line up exactly. That is, 
we can define q~l so that for each x ~ Ag 
card({/: 1 <~ i <~ q - -  h (Y (n  q- t - -  1)), Tax  ~ Base(oa'(n q- t - -  1)) 
_ and ¢iT-~x E Base(~-'(n q- t - -  1))}) >/}r,  
where r =card({ / : l  <~i<~q- -h ( J - (nq - t - -1 ) )  
and T- ix  ~ Base(~--(n q- t - -  1))}), 
i.e., the number of whole (n q- t - -  1) blocks in the q-name of x. 
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Since which (n ~- t --  1)-block occurs is independent of everything else, we 
can in fact make these (n + t --  1)-blocks line up and be the same. So, so far, 
we have made our correspondence good enough that 
card({j: 1 ~<j ~< q and T-Jx =~ T-~(¢lX)} ) ~ 1 card(I(Ag)) h(n + t - -  1) s(n + O, 
where "~"  means "in the same atom of P."  
Now we can repeat our argument for (n @ t --  1)-blocks: 
We restrict our attention to one atom Ag ~ of the last partition (which was 
according to the position of (n @ 0-blocks and the number o f f ' s  at the beginning 
of (n + t)-blocks) and its image under 41 - Positions of (n @ t --  l)-blocks are 
fixed in Ag i and in 41(Ao~). 
Make a correspondence ¢2 between (n + t --  1)-blocks in the name of a 
point in Ag i and those in the name of a point in 61(A~ i) so that each (n + t - -  1)- 
block in the name of a point in Ao i overlaps the corresponding (n + r --  1)- 
block in ¢I(A~ i) by at least ~. Then partition the atoms further by the number 
o f f ' s  at the beginning of (n -~ t - -  1)-blocks. Now we can define 42 on the atoms 
of this newest partition so that at least one-fifth of the (n + t - -  2) blocks which 
did not already line up (by virtue of belonging to lined up (n + t --  1)-blocks 
under $1) will line up and be the same. Thus, we have now made our corre- 
spondence good enough that 
card({j: 1 ~<j ~< q and T- ix  =-- T-;(42x)}) 
] card(I(A~) s(n + t)[h(n 4: t - -  1) + ~s(n + t - -  1) h(n + 1 -- 2)] 
>/ (1 --  ({)2) card(I(Ag)) s(n + t - -  1) s(n @ t) h(n @ ! - -  2). 
We can continue this argument, at each stage lining up another one-fifth of the 
remaining (n + t -- j)-blocks, until, after t steps, we have lined up 
½ of the (n + 0-blocks, 
{- of the (n + t --  1)-blocks not contained in the blocks above, 
} of the n-blocks not contained in any of the blocks above. 
Thus, all together, at least (1 -- (~)t) of the n-blocks line up exactly and are 
the same. Thus the "isomorphism" 4,: A~ --+ Bj has the property that, for each 
xEAg,  
card({j: 1 ~ j  ~< q and T-~x =-- T-J(4,x)} )
>/(1 --  (~)t) (number of whole n-blocks contained in whole 
(n + 0-blocks in (xq  ,..., x_l) ) h(Y(n))  
>~ (1  - -  e/4)[(1 --  3e/4)q] >~ (1 -- e)q, 
where "=~" again means "in the same atom of P." 
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That is, if f is the function 
f(x) = } ~_, [ Xt,,x -- Xe,6x [, Pi E P, 
where ~b is any isomorphism extending ~,  then 
q 
F~ f(T-~x) <~ ~q. 
• " q i Now, by lntegratmg Y~=~f(T- x) over A~, we obtain 





h(T)=h(T ,P )~h(T ' ,P ' )q -h (P  V T ipv~ "-') 
--m 
= h(T') + m(Ps) h(TB). 
Note. We could have seen this instead by writing T as the skew of T '  with TB 
and the identity. 
-- i q d({TP/Ag}I, (Tip/B~}~) < e. Q.E.D. 
Contains Automorphisms of Each Positive Entropy 
We will show that every positive number is the entropy of some T ~ B. 
LEMMA. Let T be any member of ~. Let Pj ~ Ui PI~ , P' be the partition 
(Ps , P~ , Po), and J '  be the factor algebra V~_o~ TiP '. Denote by T' the factor T ]y, 
and by T B the Bernoulli shift on k letters with probabilities ( Pl ,.'., P~). Then 
h(T) h(T') + h(TB) m(P,). 
Proof. h(T) = h(T, P) ~- h(T', P') @ h(P ] V-~ T~P V ~' ) .  The atoms P. 
and P0 of P are measurable with respect o i f ' ,  and so 
(1  ) ) 
h P V T~P V ~-' = m(P,)h P I.,o V T~P V ~-' , 
--05 --oO 
but we have constructed (Pj~ .... , Ps )  so that n ]e~ -[_ V--~ Tip V i f ' ,  and so 
( 1 ) 
h PIp,, VTcPV~"  =h(P]e,) =h(T . ) -  
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Note. T' depends on r and on the sequences f and s, but not on k or on the 
probability vector (pl  ,.--, P~)- 
COROLLARY. Given r and sequences f and s, the integer k and the probability 
vector ( Pl ..... p~) can be chosen to make h( T) any number larger than h( T'). 
LEMMA. By suitable choices of r and the sequences f and s, h( T') can be made as 
small as we like. 
Proof. h(T') < h(P'), because P '  is a generator for T!, and h(P') gets ar- 
bitrarily small as m(Po) approaches one. But for f ixedf and s, m(Po) gets arbitrarily 
close to one as r gets large (which we can do without affecting the requirements 
on f, s, and h(J'(n))) and so h(T') can be made arbitrarily small by making r large. 
PROPOSITION. Given a real number h, there is an automorphism T ~ ~ such that 
h( T)  = h. 
Proof. Choose any sequences f and s satisfying our growth requirements. 
Choose r so that h(T') ~ h. Choose k and (Pl ,-.-,P~) so that 
t, - h (T ' )  
h(TB) -- m(Pj) 
Then 
h(T)  = h(T' )  + m(V¢) h(T . )  = h(T')  + h - -  h(T')  = h. 
Induced Automorphisms 
We will show that if T e M, there are sets A of arbitrarily large measure for 
which TA is weakly mixing but not mixing. 
We assume that a member T of 5~ is fixed. 
The sets we will look at are the sets 
A(n) = J * (n )  U (U  Roof(Y(m))) .
Since the sets Y*(n) are of arbitrarily large measure, l im~o i~(A(n)) = 1. 
LEMMA. For each n, Y* (n)  is measurable with respect o V~ T~P. 
Proof. This fact, which can be proved by induction on n, is left to the reader. 
Since the measurability of o~*(n) implies the measurability of Roof(Y(n)), 
we can define A(g) = ~--*(g) u (0~ Roof(Y(m))). 
LEMlWA. For any g, T A (~) is the common extension of the following tower trans- 
formations: 
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Let 4 (0  = J-(g).  
Given 9"~1(m), to form ~(m + 1): Divide ~(m) into s(m + g) isomorphic towers 
J~(m, 1),..., J-l(m, s) and let ~(m + 1) = o~l(m, l) * "" * ~(m, s). Divide each 
column C of ~(m + 1) into f (m + g) --  I subcolumns C(j), 1 <~ j < f(m -~ g), 
of equal width; divide C(j) into j~ subcolumns of C(j: r 1 ..... rj), 1 <~ r~ <~ k, of 
width w(C(j)) (PTj ...P,.), add one interval of P~ to the top of each of these 
columns; let these be the columns of ~'~lOn + 1). 
Proof. By induction on the towers: Yl*(m -- g) is Y*(m) 63 A(g) if m ~ g. 
The P~ added at the end of each step is the roof of Y(m + g); the division into 
subcolumns eparates points with different names outside A(g), i,e., according 
to the f  added to Y(m + g) which is not in -//(g). 
Shown below is a column in the nth tower for TA(g) • 
one interval of e 
lots of e from Y(n) left out 
(n - -  1) columns for TA(a) 
all the added f from Y(n) left out 
PROPOSITION. For each n, T A(,~) is weakly mixing. 
Pro@ We will use h(j) to denote height (.Tl(j)). We will assume that n is 
fixed and write A for A(n). 
I f  TA is not weakly mixing, there is an eigenfunction g with eigenvalue c¢, 
I a I = 1. We can assume that [g [ - -  1 a.e. and, since T is ergodic (causing TA 
to be) that o~ =/= 1. 
Since the intervals in the columns of the towers generate the Lebesgue sets, 
for each E there is an m so that for all but a family of columns of ~l(m) of total 
width no more than ew(~(m)), each interval I of each column has an associated 
complex number ~(I) of absolute value 1 so that 
~({x ~ I: I g(x) - a(I)l > d)  < ,~(I). 
Because most of the points in the base of a column of ~(m)  are images under 
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T A of points in the roof of ~(m)  there is in fact one number h0, of absolute 
value one, so that for a family ~: of columns of Y(m) of total measure at least 
1 -- 2e we have the property that 
/*({x e Base(C): Ig(x) -- A o I > 2e}) < c/2(Base(C)) 
for all C ~ 6:- 
In  the tower ~(m 47 1), parts of the base of such a C are carried to other parts 
of the base by T~ ~<~, 0 ~ i ~ s(m 47 n). Thus for all but possibly es(m 47 n) of 
the i's: 
] o? ~'~) -1 [  < 4E, O ~ i <_ s(m + n), 
and so 
1~ *c~+~)~¢~) - -  1 I < 8~. 
On the other hand, in the tower ~(m + 2), parts of the base of such a C are 
carried to other parts of that (or another such) by T ]  a~r~+a), 0 ~ i ~s(m + n + 1), 
and so 
] ~/i(,~+x) _ 1 ] < be. 
But /~(m + 1) = s(m 47 n) a(m) 47 1, and so we get 
l " -  1 I = I ¢x~(m+l) - -  ~sOn'+n)~{ftO I 
I~ r~(~+x) - - 1 I + I ~(~+1)~((~° --  1 ] 
16E. 
But ~ :# 1 and so we have reached a contradiction and T A is weakly mixing. 
PROPOSITION. T A is not mixing. 
Proof. Suppose TA is mixing. Let B be Base(~(n)), for any n. Since/z(B) < ½, 
there is a p so that if q > p, i~(T A qB ~ B) < ½tz(B). Choose j so that/~(j) > p 
and j  > ,n. 
tL(T:(')B n B)>/s(J~)s(~-~ I (B) >/ ½~(B). 
But this is a contradiction, and so TA is not mixing. 
The Main Theorem 
By putting together all of these propositions, we get: 
THEOREM. I f  T is a Bernoulli shift, there are sets A of arbitrarily large proba- 
bility for which T A is weakly mixing but not mixing. 
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COROLLARY. Bernoulli shifts induce weakly mixing automorphisms which are not 
mixing on a dense class of sets. 
Proof. Bernoulli shifts induce Bernoulli shifts on a dense class of sets [3], 
but those Bernoulli shifts in turn induce weakly mixing automorphisms which 
are not mixing on sets of arbitrarily close measure. 
COROLLARY. Bernoulli flows may be written as flows under functions over 
automorphisms which are weakly mixing but not mixing. 
Proof. Bernoulli flows may be written as special flows over Bernoulli shifts, 
and we have just seen that Bernoulli shifts are weakly equivalent o auto- 
morphisms which are weakly mixing but not mixing. (See Ornstein [6] and 
Kakutani [5]. 7 
COROLLARY, Any ergodic automorphism induces, on a dense class of sets, 
automorphisms which are weakly mixing but not Bernoulli. 
Proof. Any ergodic automorphism induces, on a dense class of sets, mixing 
automorphisms. But if such an induced automorphism is Bernoulli, it induces 
weakly mixing non-Bernoulli automorphisms on sets of arbitrarily large measure. 
Note. The same argument hat shows that T is a Bernoulli shift will show 
that T~c is also a Bernoulli shift. 
2. ORNSTEIN--SHIELDS K-AuTOMORPHISMS INDUCE BERNOULLI SHIFTS 
ON A DENSE CLASS OF SETS 
We will show that the K-automorphisms (which are not Bernoulli) described 
by Ornstein and Shields induce Bernoulli shifts on a dense family of sets. 
Description of the .4utomorphisms 
Here is a brief description of the Ornstein-Shields construction [7]. 
We have two increasing sequences of integers, f(n) and s(n), and a sequence 
g(n) of zeros and ones. We will, for convenience, assume that f(1) > 2. Two 
sequences of gadgets G(n) and G(n) are constructed; G*(n)C G*(n + 1), 
l im~o w(G(n)) =~ O, and, because of the choice of the sequences of f and s, 
l im~ w(G(n))h(G(n))< 0o. The gadget transformations are consistent. 
O~ G*(n) is a probability space with normalized interval length for measure, 
and the transformation T, the common extension of all the gadget trans- 
formations, is shown to be a K-automorphism which is not Bernoulli. Each 
gadget partition P(n) is labeled (consistently) P = (P~, P I ,  P~), 
We first form G(1). It consists of s(1) intervals, all in P , .  
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To construct G(1), divide each column C of G(1) into f(1) - -  1 subcolumns 
C(i), 1 <~ i < f(1); precede C(i) by/ intervals  in Ps and follow it with f(1) - -  i 
intervals in P , .  These are the columns of G(1). 
Assuming that G(n) has been constructed, we will construct G(n q- 1), and 
then G(n + 1). 
Divide the base of G(n) into 2 *~+1 disjoint sets of equal measure so that each 
is the base of a gadget isomorphic to G(n). Call these gadgets G 1 ,..., Ga~+,. 
For each i, 1 ~< i ~ 1 + 2 ~'+1, construct a gadget H i ,  consisting only of sets 
in P~, by taking i s(n + 1) disjoint sets S~,~-, each of length w(G(n))/2 ~+~, which 
do not meet the set G*(n), and letting H~ = (S~, 1 ,..., S~, ~(~+l))- 
G(n + 1) is determined byg(n): 
I fg(n) = 0, then G(n + 1) is defined to be 
and 
ifg(n) = 1, then G(n + 1) is 
H1+2~+1 * G1 * "'" * G~, /41 .  
Now to construct G(n + I), first divide each column C of G(n + 1) into 
f(n + 1) --  1 subcolumns C(j), 1 ~ j < f(n + 1), of equal width. Precede 
C(j) by j intervals in Pf and follow it by f (n  + 1) - - j  intervals in P~. These are 
the columns of G(n @ 1). 
Ornstein and Shields show that the measure automorphism T which is the 
common extension of all the gadget ransformations is a K-automorphism which 
is not Bernoulli. They also show that, for fixed sequencesf and s, if T and T'  are 
two such automorphisms, depending on two different sequences g(n) and g'(n) 
of zeros and ones, they are isomorphic if and only if g(n) = g'(n) for all but 
finitely many n. 
An Induced Automorphism 
Let A be all of G(1) except he first interval of the first column. We will show 
that TA is a Bernoulli shift. 
First notice that TA is simply T on all of A except Roof(G0) . To see what Tn 
is on all of A, we will write A as a subset of each gadget. 
Observe the following sequences of towers, described inductively: 
Let :(1) = A. 
Assume that J(n) has been formed. 
Divide J(n) into 2 ~+1 disjoint isomorphic towers, J1 ,-.-, f~+~ •
Let J(n + 1) = J i *  J2*  "" * J2~+l. 
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Divide each column of ](n) into f(n + 1) -  1 columns. Call the tower 
composed of these columns J(n + 1). 
Note that J(n) is just that part of G(n) which intersects A. Thus T a is exactly 
the common extension of the tower transformations T(J(n)). 
It is known that a transformation formed by the independent cutting and 
stacking of a tower which has two columns whose heights differ by one is a 
Bernoulli shift [3, 9] so we have obtained the fact that T A is a Bernoulli shift. 
PROPOSITION. All Ornstein-Shields K-automorphisms and all Bernoulli shifts 
of finite entropy are in the same weak equivalence lass. 
Proof. It is known that all Bernoulli shifts are weakly equivalent (Saleski [8] 
also Friedman [3]). But we have just seen that every Ornstein-Shields K-auto- 
morphism is weakly equivalent to a Bernoulli shift. 
COROLLARY. The Bernoulli flows of finite entropy may be written as special 
flows over any Ornstein-Shields K-automorphism. 
Proof. The Bernoulli flows may be written as special flows over Bernoulli 
shifts [6]. Then, since Bernoulli shifts and Ornstein-Shields K-automorphisms 
are weakly equivalent, the Bernoulli flows may also be written as special flows 
over any Ornstein-Shields K-automorphism [5]. 
PROPOSITION. Ornstein-Shields K-automorphisms induce Bernoulli shifts 
on a dense#rail S of sets. 
Proof. Let T be any Ornstein-Shields K-automorphism. Choose n. I f  
A = A(n) is all of the nth gadget G(n) except the first interval of the first 
column, then, since T A is formed by independent cutting and stacking, T A is a 
Bernoulli shift. But limn_~ iz(A(n)) = i, and so T induces Bernoulli shifts 
on sets of arbitrarily large measure. It is known that Bernoulli shifts induce 
Bernoulli shifts on a dense family of sets [3], and so T induces Bernoulli shifts 
on a dense family of sets. 
Ornstein-Shields K-Automorphisms and Entropy 
Ornstein and Shields show that for a fixed pair of sequences f and s, 
h(T(f, s, g)) = h(T(f, s, g')) for any two sequences g and g' of zeros and ones. 
This can be seen by looking at induced automorphisms a well. 
It  is known that/z(A) h(T4) =- h(T) for any ergodic automorphism T and set 
A of positive measure [I]. I f  A is G(1), neither TA nor/~(A) depends on the 
sequence g, and so/x(A) h(T4) is constant, and thus for any sequences g and g', 
h(T(f, s, g)) = h(Y(f, s, g')). 
Also, since the measure of the first gadget is smaller in cases where the 
sequencesf and s grow faster, the entropy of T(f, s, g) is smaller for sequencesf 
and s which grow faster. 
6o7[33[2-2 
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